We present a series of existence theorems for multiple vortex solutions in the Gudnason model of the N = 2 supersymmetric field theory where non-Abelian gauge fields are governed by the pure Chern-Simons dynamics at dual levels and realized as the solutions of a system of elliptic equations with exponential nonlinearity over two-dimensional domains. In the full plane situation, our method utilizes a minimization approach, and in the doubly periodic situation, we employ an-inequality constrained minimization approach. In the latter case, we also obtain sufficient conditions under which we show that there exist at least two gauge-distinct solutions for any prescribed distribution of vortices. In other words, there are distinct solutions with identical vortex distribution, energy, and electric and magnetic charges.
Introduction
The classical Abelian Higgs model defined by the Lagrangian action density
is of foundational importance in theoretical physics. Here φ is a complex-valued scalar field called the Higgs field, F µν = ∂ µ A ν − ∂ ν A µ the electromagnetic field strength generated from a real-valued gauge field, A µ , D µ φ = ∂ µ φ − iA µ φ the gauge-covariant derivative, λ > 0 a coupling parameter, µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3 are the (3 + 1)-dimensional Minskowski spacetime coordinate indices, and the metrics (g µν ) = (g µν ) = diag(1, −1, −1, −1) are used to raise or lower indices. For example, in quantum field theory, the model provides a mathematically simplest thought-laboratory allowing various fundamental concepts such as spontaneous symmetry-breaking, the onset and annihilation of the Goldstone particles, and the Higgs mechanism to be formulated and explored [13, 35, 53] . Phenomenologically, the model in its static limit and temporal gauge A 0 = 0 is the celebrated Ginzburg-Landau theory [26] for superconductivity. In two spatial dimensions, topological defects in the form of the Abrikosov vortices [1, 21] can be generated from the model which, when coupled with the Einstein equations, provide indispensable structures, known as cosmic strings, giving rise to centers of curvature concentrations in spacetime and hence forming the seeds for matter accretion in the early universe [68, 71, 72] . On the other hand, however, a statement known as the Julia-Zee theorem [41, 62] says that the static solutions of the equations of motion of (1.1) as well as of that of the general non-Abelian Yang-Mills-Higgs model, in two-spatial dimensions and of finite energy, must stay in the temporal gauge, A 0 = 0. In other words, vortices of the YangMills-Higgs model, Abelian or non-Abelian, do not carry electric charge and can only be purely magnetic. Nevertheless, electrically and magnetically charged vortices, called dyonic vortices, are needed in many areas of applications such as high-temperature superconductivity [43, 47] , the Bose-Einstein condensates [36, 42] , the quantum Hall effect [59] , optics [9] , and superfluids [56] . Therefore, it will be important to modify the classical Yang-Higgs-Higgs theory so that dyonic vortices are accommodated. In a series of pioneering studies, Jackiw and Templeton [38] , Schonfeld [54] , Deser, Jackiw, and Templeton [19, 20] , Paul and Khare [51] , de Vega and Schaposnik [66, 67] , and Kumar and Khare [44] developed a modified Yang-Mills-Higgs theory in which the ChernSimons topological terms [17, 18] are implemented into the action density. Although these terms fail to be gauge-invariant locally, they preserve gauge-invariance globally and thus render the theory the same gauge invariance as in the Yang-Mills-Higgs theory. More importantly, the presence of the Chern-Simons terms make the coexistence of electric and magnetic charges a necessity. Mathematically, however, the presence of the Chern-Simons terms and the nontrivial temporal component of the gauge field leads us to face a much more complicated form of the equations of motion and an existence theory for radially symmetric solutions has only been obtained rather recently [15] . This difficulty motivated people to explore possible BPS (after the seminal studies of Bogomol'nyi [10] and Prasad and Sommerfield [52] ) reductions of the problem and brought into light the works of Hong, Kim, and Pac [33] and Jackiw and Weinberg [39] , which sparked a great development of the subject of construction of the Chern-Simons-Higgs vortex solutions up to today.
In their approach, it may be understood that the initial Lagrangian action density to be modified is simply that of the Abelian Higgs model, with the addition of a Chern-Simons term controlled by a coupling parameter κ, which may be written as
where e > 0 denotes a coupling parameter imposed on the Maxwell kinetic density term and V is the Higgs potential density function, as in [51, 66] . Since in (1.2) both the Maxwell and ChernSimons terms are present, the model is referred to as the Maxwell-Chern-Simons-Higgs model. In the limit e → ∞, the Maxwell term is switched off and the model (1.2) becomes
which is known as the Abelian Chern-Simons-Higgs model [33, 39] in which the gauge field dynamics is governed solely by the Chern-Simons term. It is shown in [33, 39] that, when the Higgs potential function V is chosen to be V (|φ| 2 ) = 1 4) which is analogous with the critical choice λ = 1 for (1.1) studied in [40] , the equations of motion of (1.3) may be reduced into the BPS system
(1.5)
The multiple vortex solutions, realizing a prescribed distribution of vortices located at p 1 , . . . , p n and carrying the total electric and magnetic charges, Q e and Q m , given by Q e = κQ m , Q m = F 12 dx = 2πn, (1.6) may be constructed in terms of the variable u = |φ| 2 via solving the master equation [33, 39] ∆u = αe u (e u − 1) + 4π where α = 4 κ 2 , whose structure has been shown [64, 74] to be much richer and more challenging than that of the classical Abelian Higgs model. For example, in contrast to the Abelian Higgs model (1.1) where the solution of finite energy realizing any prescribed distribution of vortices is unique [40, 65, 70] , the solutions in the Abelian Chern-Simons-Higgs model are not unique and further categorized [22, 34, 37] into topological and non-topological solutions, which have led to a rapid development of analytic methods and the harvest of a rich vista of results [11, 12, 14, 16, 60, 61] regarding issues such as existence, uniqueness, nonexistence, asymptotic properties, approximation, etc., of the solutions.
The purpose of the present article is to develop an existence theory for non-Abelian ChernSimon-Higgs vortices in the Gudnason model [27, 28] . Historically, after the formulation of the Abelian Chern-Simons-Higgs model in [33, 39] , a great deal of activities quickly evolved around developing [23] and analyzing [45, 48, 73] non-Abelian extensions of the model, both non-relativistic and relativistic. What distinguish the Gudnason model [27, 28] from the classical non-Abelian Chern-Simons-Higgs models [23, 66, 67] are that the former may be derived in a supersymmetric gauge field theory framework as those in the study of monopole confinement mechanism [5, 31, 32, 46, 57, 58] and that a kind of bi-level Chern-Simons dynamics is present as in the Bagger-LambertGustavsson theory [6] [7] [8] 29] and the Aharony-Bergman-Jafferis-Maldacena theory [2] to govern gauge-field kinematics. These studies have prompted a great amount of research activities over the past few years and the nonlinear partial differential equation problems unearthed offer truly rich opportunities for analysts in exploring new techniques and ideas.
We shall present two types of results. The first type concerns the existence of solutions over the full plane subject to the boundary behavior corresponding to the asymptotic vacuum state with a completely broken symmetry [27, 28] . Our method is based on a variational reformulation of the problem and a coercive minimization approach. The second type concerns the existence, nonexistence, and multiplicity of solutions over a doubly periodic domain. The main difficulty we encounter here is the constraint problem which makes it hard to develop a general variational method as in the full plane situation where there is no constraint to tackle. In this situation we compromise to solve the system in the special case with two equations. Although this case is limited, the results are rich and structures are challenging. Here we extend the inequalityconstrained techniques [11, 48, 63] to resolve the equality-constraint difficulty and obtain existence and multiplicity results for solutions.
A brief outline of the rest of the paper is as follows. In the next section, we first review the Gudnason model [27, 28] and the associated non-Abelian vortex equations, also called the master equations [27, 28] , to be studied in this paper. In the following section, we reduce the master equations into a system of nonlinear equations to be analyzed and state our main existence theorems regarding the solutions. The subsequent sections are then devoted to the proofs of these theorems by developing and utilizing variational techniques. In the last section, we briefly summarize and comment on our results.
The Gudnason model
Consider the standard Minkowski spacetime R 2,1 of signature (+ − −) and use µ, ν = 0, 1, 2 to denote the temporal and spatial coordinate indices. The Gudnason model [27] is formulated as an N = 2 supersymmetric Yang-Mills-Chern-Simons-Higgs theory with the general gauge group G = U (1) × G ′ where G ′ is a non-Abelian simple Lie group represented by matrices. As in [27] , use the index a = 1, . . . , dim(G ′ ) to label the non-Abelian gauge group generators and the index 0 the Abelian one, U (1). Then the gauge potential A µ taking values in the Lie algebra of the group G may be written as A µ = A α µ t α where A α µ are real-valued vector fields and t α (α = 0, a) the generators of G which are normalized to satisfy 8) where N is the dimension of the fundamental representation space of G ′ . The gauge field strength tensor F µν is then given by
Use φ to denote the Higgs scalar field in the adjoint representation of G and the N × N f matrix H to contain N f -flavor matter (quark) fields in the fundamental representation of G. Then their gauge-covariant derivatives are
With this preparation, the Lagrangian action density of the Yang-Mills-Chern-Simons-Higgs theory of the Gudnason model [27] , omitting the Fermion part, is written as 11) where ǫ µνν is the Kronecker skew-symmetric tensor, f abc are the structural constants of the nonAbelian gauge group G ′ , e, g ∈ R the Abelian and non-Abelian Yang-Mills coupling constants, κ ∈ R the Abelian Chern-Simons coupling, µ ∈ Z the non-Abelian Chern-Simons coupling constant which should not be confused with the spacetime coordinate index, m is a mass matrix, ξ ∈ R is the so-called Fayet-Iliopoulos parameter, and the notation |A| 2 = AA † is observed for a complex matrix A.
In the strong coupling limit, e, g → ∞, m = 0, κ = µ, the Gudnason model (2.11) is shown to reduce to the following Chern-Simons-Higgs model [27, 28] 12) where 1 N denotes the N × N identity matrix. The equations of motion of the Gudnason model [27, 28] governed by the Lagrangian action density (2.12) are [27] 
14)
which are rather complicated. To proceed, Gudnason [27] applies the Bogomol'nyi method to carry out a completion of square analysis for the string tension of the model, obtained from the integration of the Hamiltonian component of the stress tensor, in the static limit, and derives the following BPS system of equations:
where D = D 1 +iD 2 . In order to investigate the solutions of these equations, Gudnason [28] specifies the concrete situations, G ′ = SO(2M ) and G ′ = U Sp(2M ) with N = 2M so that the equations become
20)
Then, choosing H 0 as a suitable background matrix realizing a prescribed distribution of vortices and using a moduli matrix ansatz of the form H = S −1 H 0 , S = sS ′ , which splits the variables into the Abelian one ω = |s| 2 and the non-Abelian one Ω ′ = S ′ (S ′ ) † , so that Ω = SS † = ωΩ ′ , the BPS equations (2.19)-(2.21) are shown to become the so-called master equations [28] 24) where
To describe multiple vortices by the master equations (2.23)-(2.24), we take as in [27, 28] the moduli matrix H 0 (z) of the form
and z i,s are prescribed points on the complex plane, s = 1, . . . , n i , i = 1, . . . , M ; n i are nonnegative integers, i = 1, . . . , M . We easily see that
With the further ansatz 25) where χ 1 , . . . , χ M , ψ are real-valued functions, and a direct computation, the equations (2.23)-(2.24)
read [28] :
These are the master equations which govern the multiple vortex solutions of the non-Abelian Chern-Simons-Higgs model of Gudnason [27, 28] . Below we aim to establish a series of existence theorems for the solutions of these equations over the full plane and over doubly periodic cell domains.
Non-Abelian vortex equations and existence theorems
We consider the non-Abelian Chern-Simons-Higgs vortex equations (2.26)-(2.27). With
we see that
Then the equations (2.26)-(2.27) become
where we set α =
When M = 1 such equations were first obtained in [27] . It will be convenient to take the rescaled parameters and translated variables
Then the equations (3.1) and (3.2) are renormalized into the form
It will be interesting at this spot to compare the classical Abelian Chern-Simons-Higgs vortex equation (1.7) with the above system of non-Abelian vortex equations, (3.3) and (3.4) , in the Gudnason model [27, 28] , which will be our focus in the present work.
We will consider the equations (3.3)-(3.4) in two cases. In the first case we study the problem (3.3)-(3.4) over the full plane R 2 with the topological boundary conditions
realizing the asymptotic vacuum state with completely broken symmetry [27, 28] . We have the following existence theorem. 6) and the parameters α, β > 0, M ≥ 1, the system of nonlinear elliptic equations (3.3)-(3.4) subject to the boundary condition (3.5) admits a solution over R 2 which possesses the quantized integrals
Theorem 3.1 For any sets of points
Furthermore the boundary condition (3.5) is realized exponentially fast so that there hold the following asymptotic estimates near infinity:
where m = 2 √ 2 min{α, β} and ε ∈ (0, 1) is an arbitrarily small parameter.
In the second case we consider the equations (3.3)-(3.4) over a doubly periodic domain Ω with M = 1. That is, in this case we study a 2 × 2 version of (3.3)-(3.4). For convenience we rewrite the system (3.3)-(3.4) with M = 1 as follows
We have the following existence results.
Theorem 3.2
Let Ω be a doubly periodic domain in R 2 and p 1 , . . . , p n ∈ Ω which need not to be distinct with repeated p's counting for multiplicities. Assume that β > α > 0.
If the equations (3.10) and (3.11) have a solution, then there holds the condition
2. Every solution (U, V ) of (3.10) and (3.11) satisfies
Then, there exist a positive constant M σ such that when α > M σ the equations (3.10) and (3.11) admit at least two distinct solutions over Ω, one of which satisfies the behavior
pointwise a.e. in Ω. Furthermose, any solution (U, V ) of (3.10) and (3.11) possesses the quantized integrals
In Section 4, we establish Theorem 3.1 using a direct minimization method which extends the techniques in [40, 65, 73, 74] . In Section 5, we prove Theorem 3.2 by utilizing and extending an inequality-constrained variational method originally developed in [11] and further developed in [49, 50, 63] , and subsequently in [48] for a context that relates more to the situation considered here. In this respect, see also [30] .
Proof of Theorem 3.1
In this section we prove the existence of topological solutions for the equations (3.3)-(3.4).
Choosing the background functions
which satisfy
we see that the new variables
allow us to recast the equations (3.
The topological boundary condition (3.5) becomes
It can be checked that the equations (4.4) and (4.5) are the Euler-Lagrange equations of the functional
We consider the functional I over W 1,2 (R 2 ).
Here and in what follows we use W 1,2 (R 2 ) to denote the usual Sobolev space of scalar-valued or vector-valued functions. It is not difficult to see that the functional I is continuous, differentiable and lower semi-continuous on W 1,2 (R 2 ). The important thing is that we can show that the functional I is coercive and bounded from below over W 1,2 (R 2 ), which will be carried out later. Then we can conclude that the functional I admits a critical point (f, f 1 , . . . , f M ) ∈ W 1,2 (R 2 ), which is a weak solution to the equations (4.4)-(4.5). By the following inequality
we see that the right hand side of the equations (4.4)-(4.5) belongs to L 2 (R 2 ). Then using elliptic L 2 -estimates and a bootstrap argument, we find that the solution (f, f 1 , . . . , f M ) is smooth. In particular, (f, f 1 , . . . , f M ) lies in W 2,2 (R 2 ) which ensures that (f, f 1 , . . . , f M ) satisfies the boundary condition (4.6). Then, in view of (4.3), we see that the problem consisting of the equations (3.3) and (3.4) admits a solution (u, u 1 , . . . , u M ) satisfying the boundary condition (3.5).
We now establish the exponential decay estimates for the solution.
We first note that
where ξ ′ i , ξ ′′ i , and ξ i are between 0 and u + u i , 0 and u − u i , and u + u i and u − u i , respectively,
By virtue of (4.8) and (4.9), we see that the equations (3.3)-(3.4) may be rewritten as
where |x| > R and R > 0 is taken to be sufficiently large so that R > |p i,s | for s = 1, . . . , n i and i = 1, . . . , M .
To proceed further, we set
Then we can compute for |x| > R the result
Applying (3.5) and the Schwartz inequality in (4.13), we see that for any arbitrarily small ε ∈ (0, 1) there is R ε > R such that U satisfies the elliptic inequality
Applying a comparison function argument to (4.14) and using the boundary property U = 0 at infinity, we can find a sufficient large constant C(ε) > 0 such that
Next, using ∂ to denote one of the two partial derivatives, ∂ 1 and ∂ 2 , we obtain from (3.3) and (3.4) the results
Applying the L 2 -estimate and the fact that u, u 1 , . . . , u M ∈ W 2,2 outside B R = {x ∈ R 2 | |x| > R}, we see in view of the above equations that ∂u, ∂u 1 , . . . , ∂u M ∈ W 2,2 outside B R as well. Therefore
As before, we set
Similar to the case with the function U defined in (4.12), we may apply the Schwartz inequality and use the equations (4.16) and (4.17) to obtain the elliptic inequality
Thus V enjoys the same exponential decay estimate as U as stated in (4.15). Now we only need to prove the coerciveness and a bound from below for the functional
Using the elementary inequalitỹ
To proceed we need the following lemma in [69] .
for some positive constant C independent of λ and
Here and in what follows we use C to denote a positive constant which may take different values at different places. Using the Hölder inequality and (4.22), we have
In what follows we need to control the L 2 -norm of f and f j (j = 1, . . . , M ) by the positive terms in (4.21). Now we deal with the third term on the right-hand side of (4.21). Since
it is easy to check that
To proceed further, we need the inequality 25) which follows directly from the elementary inequalities e t − 1 ≥ t, ∀ t ≥ 0, and 1− e −t ≥ t 1+t , ∀ t ≥ 0. With (4.24) and (4.25), we have . . , M ), and approaches 1 at infinity. As in [40, 65] , we decompose R 2 as follows, 27) where
To deal with the right-hand side of (4.26), we need the inverse Hölder inequality (cf. [69] ):
Lemma 4.2 For any measurable functions g 1 , g 2 on the domain Ω, there holds the inequality
where q, q ′ ∈ R, 0 < q < 1, q ′ < 0 and
On Ω i 1 , we have 0 ≤ e 
we see that the integrals
Using the inverse Hölder inequality (4.28), we can get
where
and applying the Young inequality, we obtain
Combining (4.29) and (4.30), we have
On the other hand, over Ω i 2 , it is easy to get
Hence, from (4.26), (4.31), and (4.32), we infer that
(4.33)
Now repeating the procedure in getting (4.33), we have
(4.34)
To proceed further, we invoke the following standard interpolation inequality over R 2 :
Using (4.35), we obtain
Similarly, we have
Then, in view of (4.37), (4.38) , and the following simple inequality
From (4.21), (4.23), (4.33) and (4.34), we conclude that
At this point, combining (4.39) and (4.40) and taking λ sufficiently large, we can get
Then applying (4.39) in the right hand side of (4.41), we have 42) which says that the functional I(f, f 1 , . . . , f M ) is coercive and bounded from below over W 1,2 (R 2 ). Therefore the existence of a critical point as a global minimizer of I in W 1,2 (R 2 ) follows immediately. In order to establish the results regarding the quantized integrals (3.7) and (3.8), we note that the background functions u 0 i (i = 1, . . . , M ) defined in (4.1) obey the decay estimates
On the other hand, since the solution (u, u 1 , . . . , u M ) of (3.3)-(3.4) obtained decays at infinity according to (3.9), we see that (f, f 1 , . . . , f M ) set forth in (4.3) satisfies Moreover, integrating directly, we have
Finally, integrating (4.4) and (4.5) over R 2 and applying (4.45) and (4.46), we obtain the quantized integrals (3.7) and (3.8) stated in the theorem. The proof of Theorem 3.1 is now complete.
Proof of Theorem 3.2
In this section we establish the existence of solutions to (3.10)-(3.11) over a doubly periodic domain. We will make a variational formulation of the problem. Then we can carry out a constrained minimization procedure to find the critical points for the associated functional. The key step is to find some inequality-type constraints, from which we can define a suitable admissible set. This procedure was initiated in [11] and refined in [48] [49] [50] and [30] . We first give a priori estimates of the solutions to (3.10)-(3.11).
Proposition 5.1 Let (U, V ) be a solution of (3.10)-(3.11). Then U < 0, U + V < 0, U − V < 0 throughout Ω.
Proof.
Let (U, V ) be a solution of (3.10) and (3.11). Introduce a transformation f = U + V, g = U − V . From (3.10) and (3.11), we conclude that f and g satisfy the equations
We first show that U < 0 in Ω. From (3.10), we see that
Then, by maximum principle, we have U < 0 throughout Ω. To prove U + V < 0, we argue by contradiction. Assume that there exists a pointx ∈ Ω such that
From the equation (5.1), we have g(x) ≥ 0. Then we obtain U (x) = 1 2 (f (x) + g(x)) ≥ 0, which contradicts the conlusion U < 0 in Ω. Therefore, we have f < 0 in Ω.
Similarly, if there is a pointx ∈ Ω such that
then by the equation (5.2), we see that f (x) ≥ 0, which again leads to a contradiction. Hence the conclusion follows. By Proposition 5.1, the second part of Theorem 3.2 follows. Let u 0 be the unique solution of the following problem (see [4] )
For convenience, we introduce the following new variables: To make a variational reformulation of the problem, we rewrite (5.4) and (5.5) equivalently as
Therefore, in the sequel we only need to solve (5.6) and (5.7). We will work on the space W 1,2 (Ω) × W 1,2 (Ω), where W 1,2 (Ω) denotes the set of Ω-periodic L 2 -functions whose derivatives are also in L 2 (Ω). We denote the usual norm on W 1,2 (Ω) by · as given by
It is easy to see that the solutions of (5.6) and (5.7) are critical points of the functional
In the following subsections we will apply a constrained minimization approach to find a first critical point and the mountain pass theorem to find a second critical point of the above functional, respectively.
Constrained minimization
Let (u, v) be a solution of (5.6) and (5.7), which is also a solution of (5.4) and (5.5). Then integrating these equations over Ω, we obtain the following constraints 
We know that W 1,2 (Ω) can be decomposed as follows,
is a closed subspace of W 1,2 (Ω). Then, we can decompose u, v into the form
Then (5.11) and (5.12) can be rewritten in the form
where 
From Proposition 5.1, we see that, for a solution (u, v) of (5.6)-(5.7), u 0 + u < 0, v < 0, namely,
which gives a necessary condition for the existence of solutions to (5.6)-(5.7)
Then we get the first conclusion of Theorem 3.2. Now we take the following constraints
We introduce the following admissible set
Thus, for any (u ′ , v ′ ) ∈ A, we can find a solution of the equations (5.15)-(5.16) with respect to c 1 and c 2 by solving the following equations
we can solve (5.25)-(5.26) by finding the zeros of the function F (·). Therefore, it is sufficient to prove the following proposition.
Proposition 5.2 For any (u ′ , v ′ ) ∈ A, the equation
admits a unique positive solution X 0 .
By this proposition, for any (u ′ , v ′ ) ∈ A, we can get a solution of (5.15) and (5.16) with respect to c 1 , c 2 .
Proof of the Proposition 5.2. By (5.25) and (5.26) it is easy to see that
Then, we see that F (0) = −g 1 (g 2 (0)) < 0. We check that 29) which are all positive. Then, we see that g i (X) (i = 1, 2) is strictly increasing for all X > 0. After a direct computation, we obtain
, from which it follows that
Therefore, we have lim
Noting that F (0) < 0, then we conclude that the equation F (X) = 0 has at least one solution X 0 > 0.
Next we show that the solution is also unique. From (5.28) and (5.29) and (5.22) and (5.23) we obtain
Then we have d dX
which says that
is strictly increasing for X > 0. As a result, F (X) is strictly increasing for X > 0. Then F (X) has a unique zero point. Then the proof of Proposition 5.2 is complete.
By the above discussion we see that, for any (u ′ , v ′ ) ∈ A, we can get pair (c 1 ( 
In what follows we consider the minimization problem
) is given by (5.25)-(5.26). From (5.8) and (5.14), we see that
It is easy to check that the functional J αβ is Frechét differentiable in the interior of A. Moreover,
In what follows, we will prove that the functional J αβ is bounded from below and the problem (5.30) admits interior minimum. 
Then it follows from (5.33), (5.34), (5.17), (5.18), and the Hölder inequality that
which enables us to conclude that
Using (5.35) and (5.36) and the Hölder inequality, we have
Thus the lemma follows.
Estimates of the type contained in the following lemma were observed first in [48] .
2−s such that sa + 2(1 − a) = 1. Then using the Hölder inequality and (5.22) we have
, which implies
Analogously, we can obtain (5.38).
Next we show that the functional J αβ is coercive and bounded from below on A. To this end, we will use the Trudinger-Moser inequality (see [24] )
where C 1 is a positive constant.
Proof. From (5.25) and (5.26), we see that
Then by (5.22) and (5.23), we obtain
, which lead to
For any s ∈ (0, 1), using Lemma 5.2 and the Trudinger-Moser inequality (5.39), we have
Then, from (5.31), (5.14), (5.42)-(5.45), we see that
Now by taking s = α n(α + β) , in (5.46), we get (5.40).
It is easy to see that J αβ (u ′ , v ′ ) is weakly lower semi-continuous on A. Then by lemma 5.3 we infer that the infimum of J αβ (u ′ , v ′ ) can be attained on A.
In the sequel we will show that, when α, β satisfy β > α > 0, (3.14), and α is sufficiently large, a minimizer can only be an interior point of A.
where C αβ is defined by (5.41).
Proof. On the boundary of A, we have 
which leads to
Therefore, using similar estimates for c 1 , c 2 as in Lemma 5.3, on the boundary of A we have
where C αβ is defined by (5.41). Then the proof of Lemma 5.4 is complete.
As a test function, we use, as in [48] , the solution characterized by Tarantello [63] . Namely, from [63] , we know that, for λ > 0 sufficiently large, there exists a solution w λ of the equation
In view of e u 0 ∈ L ∞ (Ω) and the dominated convergence theorem, we have
as λ → +∞. Therefore, for α 0 large and fixed ε ∈ (0, 1), we can find λ ε to ensure that (w ′ λε , 0) ∈ A for every α > α 0 and
By the Jensen inequality,
Then in view of (5.25) and (5.26) we get
Therefore it follows from (5.52) and (5.53) that
Similarly, we get
Then, combining (5.54), (5.55), and (5.51), we conclude that for all α > α 0 ,
Therefore, we obtain that for all α > α 0 ,
(5.57)
Lemma 5.5 Assume β > α > 0 and that (3.14) holds. There exists a positive constant M σ such that, when α > M σ , we have
Proof. Fix ε ∈ (0, 
where C ε is a positive constant depending only on ε.
Then by Lemma 5.4 we have 60) where C αβ is defined by (5.41) . By the assumption β > α > 0 and (3.14), we easily deduce the following estimate
with a suitable constant C σ > 0 depending on σ > 1 only. By using the above estimates in (5.60), we obtain the desired conclusion. Using Lemma 5.3 and 5.5, we infer that under the assumption β > α > 0 and (3.14), when α is sufficiently large the problem (5.30) admits a minimizer (u ′ α , v ′ α ) , which lies in the interior of A. Consequently,
, and
gives rise to a critical point for the functional I αβ , namely, a weak solution to (5.6) and (5.7) .
In what follows we study the behavior of the solution given by (5.63).
Lemma 5.6 Let (u α , v α ) be defined by (5.63) . Then
as α → +∞ pointwise a.e. in Ω, and in L p (Ω) for any p ≥ 1.
Proof. Using (5.59), we obtain that for any ε > 0 (small) there exists α ε > 0 such that when
By a similar argument as in Lemma 5.3 we have Proof. It is easy to check that for any (u ′ , v ′ ) ∈ A,
and
Then, in view of (5.25) and (5.26), we obtain
Hence, at the point (u α , v α ) the Hessian matrix of
By continuity, there exists δ > 0 such that for
we have (u ′ , v ′ ) lies in the interior of A and
Hence we have
which says that (u α , v α ) is a local minimizer of I αβ (u, v).
The second solution
To find a secondary solution which is actually a mountain-pass critical point, we show that the functional I αβ satisfies the Palais-Smale condition.
where ν is a constant, · * denotes the norm of the dual space of
A simple computation gives 
Taking (ϕ, ψ) = (1, 0) and (ϕ, ψ) = (0, 1) in (5.69), from (5.68) we obtain as m → +∞, 
Then it follows from (5.68), (5.78) and (5.79) that 
To find a secondary solution, we note that the functional admits a mountain-pass structure. Indeed, noting that u 0 + u α < 0, v α < 0, we have for all c < 0, Then by using Ekeland's lemma (see [25] ), we get a local minimum (u δ α , v δ α ) for I αβ such that Then by Lemma 5.8 we see that the functional I αβ satisfies all the hypotheses of the mountain-pass theorem of Ambrosetti-Rabinowitz [3] . Therefore we conclude that m 0 is a critical value of the functional I αβ . Noting (5.87), we have an additional solution of the equations (5.6) and (5.7). Then the proof of Theorem 3.2 is complete.
Summary and comments
In this paper, we developed an existence theory for the multiple vortex solutions of the nonAbelian Chern-Simons-Higgs equations in the Gudnason model [27, 28] of N = 2 supersymmetric field theory where gauge field dynamics is governed by two Chern-Simons terms. In the fullplane situation, we proved the existence of solutions for the general system of nonlinear partial differential equations involving an arbitrary number of unknowns and established the exponential decay estimates for the solutions which realize a family of quantized integrals expressed in terms of vortex numbers. These solutions give rise to multiple vortex field configurations which approach at spatial infinity the vacuum state with completely broken symmetry and known as topological solutions. There are no restrictions to the values of various coupling parameters and vortex numbers or vortex distributions for the existence results to hold. In the doubly periodic domain setting, we confined our study to the case when the vortex equations contain only two unknowns. We derived a necessary condition for the existence of a multiple vortex solution and obtained some sufficient conditions for the existence of two distinct solutions for a given prescribed distribution of vortices. We also established the asymptotic behavior of the solutions as a coupling parameter goes to infinity. The problems which remain untouched and are of considerable future interest are the existence of nontopological solutions realizing the asymptotic vacuum state with unbroken symmetry and the existence of solutions of the multiple vortex equations involving more than two unknowns. Our methods developed so far are still not sufficiently effective in dealing with these rather challenging problems and new ideas and techniques are called upon in order to make further progress in this area.
